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LTHEO1000
2013-2014

Methodology of Theology

5.0 credits 30.0 h 2q

Teacher(s) : Derroitte Henri (compensates Join-Lambert Arnaud) ; Baziomo Raoul (compensates Delville Jean-

Pierre) ; Bourgine Benoît (coordinator) ; Delville Jean-Pierre ; Join-Lambert Arnaud ;

Language : Français

Place of the course Louvain-la-Neuve

Main themes : In order to achieve the objectives defined above, three activities are organised: - meetings with a tutor chosen from among the
Faculty, who will follow the personal progression of the student; through short written works, he/she will verify and improve the
capacity of the student to synthesize and write a paper (1 ECTS) - "monitoring" organised by an assistant supervised by the
responsible instructor. The student is introduced to an intelligent use of the library and to the basic methodology of theology students.
The assistant helps him/her to study (1 ECTS) - an interdisciplinary workshop guided by an instructor. This aims to introduce the
students to the job of a theologian: theological work is developed starting from a practical question or simulating a situation in
which a theologian has to work.

Aims : During this course, the student is offered help in his/her first contacts with theology. The main aim is to give the student different
tools to help him/her in acquiring some autonomy in his/her work and in bringing together the various theological fields. By the
end of this course, the student should be able: - to perceive what is a theological reflection, and what is the specific contribution
of the various theological fields in the reflection as a whole. - to understand (not too difficult) theological contributions and to write
a correct synthesis of them.
The contribution of this Teaching Unit to the development and command of the skills and learning outcomes of the programme(s)
can be accessed at the end of this sheet, in the section entitled “Programmes/courses offering this Teaching Unit”.

Content : The interdisciplinary workshop focuses on an up-to-date topic. The teachers accompany the student's reflections and researches
which aim to elaborate a theological judgment.

Other infos : Prérequis: nothing Evaluation: formative evaluation of the various activities; note final quantified. Support: raise of the professor

Cycle and year of

study :

> Preparatory year for Master in Sciences of Religions

Faculty or entity in

charge:

TEBI

http://sites.uclouvain.be/archives-portail/ppe2013/en-prog-2013-srel1pm

